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MOTTO 

 

Speak a good word or remain silent. 

― Prophet Muhammad  

(Peace Be Upon Him) 

 

It is hard for a woman to define her feelings in language which is chiefly made 

by men to express theirs. 

― Thomas Hardy 

 

No one is born ugly. We’re just live in a judgemental society. 

― Kim Namjoon of BTS 
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WOMEN’S LANGUAGE FEATURES AND THEIR CHANGES IN MS. 
MARVEL COMIC 

 

By: Nurila Azhary 

ABSTRACT 

In daily lives, men and women use different languages in their 
conversations. However, these differences are not only found in everyday 
conversations, but can also be found in movies, novels, or even comics. As the 
researcher found in one of the comics. The presence of comics as an entertaining 
and interesting work among young people makes people interested in reading 
them. In comics, someone can read conversations while seeing the illustrations 
directly. The language spoken by a character in comics can be researched and 
analyzed by using various theories. The researcher is interested in researching and 
analyzing women’s language in the main character of superhero comic Ms. 
Marvel, namely Kamala Khan. According to Lakoff (1975), women have their 
own language characteristics. Women tend to be more polite or they use standard 
grammar in their utterances. However, in this study, the researcher found that 
there are women’s language changes occur. Kamala uses various utterances that 
are frequently used by men. In this case, the researcher assumes that there are 
some reasons why Kamala speaks that way. The researcher uses Lakoff’s theory 
of women’s language features to find out what women’s languages are used by 
Kamala and what women’s language features are not included in these 
characteristics. To find out the factors behind the utterances, the researcher uses 
Dell Hymes’s speech event theory which has the acronym SPEAKING. This 
research is descriptive qualitative because this research uses description. The 
results of this study indicate that there are nine out of ten characteristics of 
women’s language. The characteristics of women’s language found include 
lexical hedges or fillers (12.12%), tag questions (0.50%), rising intonation on 
declarative (19.19%), empty adjective (7.07%), intensifiers (6.56%), hypercorrect 
grammar (10.10%), superpolite forms (2.52%), avoidance of strong swear words 
(1.51%), and emphatic stress (33.33%). Meanwhile, the feature changes of 
women’s language found include non-standard grammar (1.51%), slang words 
(4.54%), and direct speech (1.01%). 

 

Keywords: women’s language features, women’s language feature changes, 
women’s language, comics, Ms. Marvel    
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WOMEN’S LANGUAGE FEATURES AND THEIR CHANGES IN MS. 
MARVEL COMIC 

 

Oleh: Nurila Azhary 

ABSTRAK 

 Dalam kesehariannya, pria dan wanita menggunakan bahasa yang berbeda 
dalam percakapan mereka. Meski demikian, perbedaan tersebut tidak hanya 
ditemukan dalam percakapan sehari-hari, namun dapat juga ditemukan di film, 
novel, atau bahkan komik. Seperti yang peneliti temukan dalam salah satu komik. 
Kehadiran komik sebagai salah satu karya yang menghibur dan menarik di 
kalangan anak muda membuat banyak orang tertarik untuk membacanya. Dalam 
sebuah komik, seseorang dapat membaca percakapan sekaligus melihat 
ilustrasinya secara langsung. Bahasa yang dituturkan oleh seorang tokoh dalam 
sebuah komik dapat diteliti dan dianalisis menggunakan berbagai teori. Peneliti 
tertarik untuk meneliti dan menganalisis bahasa wanita pada tokoh utama dalam 
karakter komik super hero Ms. Marvel, yaitu Kamala Khan. Menurut Lakoff 
(1975) wanita memiliki ciri-ciri bahasa wanita tersendiri. Wanita cenderung lebih 
sopan atau mereka menggunakan tata bahasa standar dalam ujarannya. Namun, 
dalam penelitian ini peneliti menemukan adanya perubahan bahasa wanita yang 
terjadi.  Kamala menggunakan berbagai ujaran yang cukup sering digunakan oleh 
pria. Dalam kasus ini, peneliti berasumsi bahwa ada sebab mengapa Kamala 
berbicara demikian. Peneliti menggunakan teori Lakoff, yaitu ciri-ciri bahasa 
wanita, untuk mengetahui apa saja bahasa wanita yang digunakan Kamala dan apa 
saja pergeseran bahasa wanita yang tidak termasuk dalam ciri-ciri tersebut. Untuk 
mengetahui faktor-faktor yang melatarbelakangi ujaran tersebut, peneliti 
menggunakan teori peristiwa tutur (speech events) yang digagas oleh Dell Hymes 
yang memiliki akronim SPEAKING. Penelitian ini bersifat deskriptif kualitatif 
karena penelitian ini menggunakan deksripsi. Hasil dari penelitian ini 
menunjukkan adanya sembilan dari sepuluh ciri-ciri bahasa wanita. Ciri-ciri 
bahasa wanita yang ditemukan antara lain lexical hedges or fillers (12.12%), tag 
questions (0.50%), rising intonation on declarative (19.19%), empty adjective 
(7.07%), intensifiers (6.56%), hypercorrect grammar (10.10%), superpolite forms 
(2.52%), avoidance of strong swear words (1.51%), dan emphatic stress 
(33.33%). Sementara itu, pergeseran bahasa wanita yang ditemukan antara lain 
non-standard grammar (1.51%), slang words (4.54%), dan direct speech (1.01%).  

 

Kata kunci: ciri-ciri bahasa wanita, perubahan ciri-ciri bahasa wanita, bahasa 
wanita, komik, Ms. Marvel    
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CHAPTER I 

 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background of Study 

 Language is the most important way of communication. It always has 

place in some parts of social context. That is why language and people who use it 

need an understanding and recognition of the connection to make it as an effective 

communication (Amberg, 2009: 2).  

 In sociolinguistics, there are studies about women’s language and men’s 

language. It also discusses the characteristics and differences between women’s 

and men’s languages. The kind of differences, for example, is that women show 

more differences at all levels of grammar in English, and women need to be more 

specific about color issues. Furthermore, the language used by women has more 

polite level compared to men’s language. For example, women prefer using the 

words “oh dear” or “goodness” to avoid strong swear words (Lakoff as cited in 

Holmes, 2013: 303). 

However, now many language changes occur. According to Birner (1999: 

3) language is always changing, evolving, and adapting to the needs of the users. 

The changes that occur in language mostly begin from teenagers and adults. When 

they interact with each other of the same age, they will use language that 

incorporates words, phrases, and different constructs from older generations.  

The occurrence of language changes are found in Ms. Marvel comic. Ms. 

Marvel comic was written by G. Willow Wilson. The comic tells about a Muslim 

Pakistani-American high school student who is growing up in Jersey City. Her 
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name is Kamala Khan. Kamala idolizes Captain Marvel and she makes Captain 

Marvel as her role model of Super Heroes. Kamala is given strength: a super 

power such an inhuman ability to transform shape and size. She has never thought 

about her power before, and she also does not expect to be able to join her idol for 

safeguarding society. With her powers, she will make the world a better place (as 

written in Marvel web). 

In addition, as already discussed above, language changes are found in this 

comic. Kamala uses slang words commonly used by men. In part II volume I 

entitled No Normal, Kamala uses the word “oh man” in her utterances. It is one of 

the examples of women’s language features. In this case, the language changes 

can be found in many ways. One of the ways is through comics.  

The researcher chooses comic as an object because comic is such an 

interesting thing to read. Comic is a social object which consists of two human 

behaviors: writing and drawing (Cohn, 2012: 92). In this modern era, there are 

some types of comics: comic books and web comics. 

In comics, there are several components. Those components are such as 

the panel, the gutter, the balloon, and the caption. However, the researcher only 

focuses on the research of balloons uttered by Kamala Khan. The balloon is used 

to deliver speech or thought by the characters (Saraceni, 2003: 9).  
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Fig 1. The example of Speech Balloon  

BRUNO. “I’m gonna start charging you for smells.” 

KAMALA. “Delicious, delicious infidel meat…” 

NAKIA. “Seriously, Kamala, I don’t understand why you do this to 

yourself.” (2014: Vol 1, Part 001).  

Another reason why the researcher chooses Ms. Marvel comic as an object 

of study is because this comic has an interesting story. It tells about piece of 

Kamala's life as a Muslim minority in the United States. Kamala has experienced 

various unattractive treatments by her friends, being bullied, and Kamala often 

argues with her parents about different cultural issues. Therefore, the language 

changes that occur are caused by the cultural differences from the environment in 

Jersey. The language used by Kamala and her habits also change a lot.  

The language changes uttered by Kamala become one of the focuses of 

this research. The researcher finds feature changes of women’s language in 

Kamala’s utterances. One of them is non-standard grammar. Lakoff (1975) 

claims Standard Grammar is one of the characteristics of women’s language. In 

the picture bellow, Kamala uses the word gonna to her dad.  
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Fig 2. Abu and Kamala have dinner together 

ABU. “Why don’t you invite Nakia over? You young ladies can get your 

homework out of the way and then watch movies.” 

KAMALA. “I’m gonna die.” (2014: Vol 1: Part 001). 

Generally, women will use going to instead of gonna. The researcher is 

interested in examining the language used by Kamala and finding out the reasons 

for the language shift in her utterances. To find out the features of women 

languages and feature changes of women languages uttered by Kamala Khan, the 

researcher uses Lakoff's theory. Those are lexical hedges, tag questions, rising 

intonation on declaratives, empty adjectives, precise color terms, intensifiers, 

hypercorrect grammar, superpolite  forms, avoidance of strong swear words, and 

emphatic stress (Lakoff, 1975).  

Meanwhile, to analyze and explain the language factors used by Kamala 

Khan, the researcher uses speech event theory by Dell Hymes. This theory’s 

acronym is SPEAKING. According to Hymes (as cited in Wardaugh, 2015: 232-

233) the acronym SPEAKING stands for: Situation, Participant, End, Act 

sequence, Key, Instrumentality, Norm, and Genre. Hymes abbreviates them for 

the various factors of language. Based on the explanation above, the researcher 

assumes that the theory can answer the problem of language shift that occurs in 

this study. 
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1.2 Research Questions 

Based on the background study above, the researcher aims to analyze the 

following research questions. 

1. What are the women’s language features uttered by Kamala in part I 

and part II Ms. Marvel: No Normal comic and its factors? 

2. What are the feature changes of women’s language uttered by Kamala 

in part I and part II Ms. Marvel: No Normal comic and its factors?  

1.3 Objectives of Study 

1. To find out the features of women’s language uttered by Kamala Khan 

in part I and part II Ms. Marvel: No Normal comic and its factors. 

2. To figure out and explain the feature changes of women’s language 

uttered by Kamala Khan in part I and part II Ms. Marvel: No Normal 

comic and its factors. 

1.4 Significances of Study 

The results of this study are expected to be useful in the field of linguistics, 

especially in the field of sociolinguistics. In addition, the researcher hopes that 

this research can be useful for the readers who are interested in sociolinguistics, 

especially women's language. This research is expected to be one of the sources of 

information for future researchers in order to enrich their insights in this field. 

1.5 Literature Review 

In this study, the researcher focuses on finding out women’s language 

features and what factors influence them. In conducting the research, the 

researcher found similarities and differences in some previous researches. 
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The first research is a graduating paper written by Maria Octaviani from 

Universitas Sanata Dharma Yogyakarta entitled Women’s Language Features of 

Mary Haines in The Women Movie Script in 2014. Maria used Lakoff’s theory 

(1975) and Pearson’s theory (1985) to analyze the language features found in The 

Women movie script. In her research, Maria analyzed what are the language 

features uttered by Mary Haines found in The Women movie script and what are 

the functions of them.  

Maria found eight women’s language features in her research. Those are 

18.90% of lexical hedges, 8.53% of tag questions, 39.02% of rising intonation on 

declarative, 1.21% of precise color terms, 7.92% of intensifiers, 14.02% 

superpolite forms, 6.1% of avoidance of strong swear words, and 4.26% of 

emphatic stress. From the research, Maria found five functions of women’s 

language features; to get response, to express uncertainty, to soften utterances, to 

express feeling, and to start discussion. 

The second research is a journal by Aal Inderajati and Ubaidillah entitled 

The Non Standard English in Women in The Help Movie. It is an Indonesian 

Journal of English Education published in 2016. The research is about the 

grammatical features of non-standard English used by women characters in The 

Help movie and the reason why they use it. They used the idiosyncratic theory of 

Standard English from Trudgill (1999), Holmes’s (1992) theory to find out the 

features used, and Dell Hymes’s SPEAKING theory as the supporting theory. 

The third research is a graduating paper by Cornelia Selly Amanda from 

Universitas Sanata Dharma Yogyakarta entitled An Analysis of The Use of 
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Women’s Language Features by Hillary Clinton in Presidential Debates in 2017. 

Amanda used Lakoff’s theory (1975) and Holmes’s theory (1986) to analyze what 

women’s language features are uttered by Hillary Clinton. She used some theories 

to address the reason and the function of women’s language features. Those 

theories are from Penfield (1984), Arliss (1991), Eckert (2003), White (2003), 

Swerts and Hirschberg (2010), and Talbot (2010).  

Amanda found seven out of ten women’s language features uttered by 

Clinton. The result of this research shows that there are 41.54% of lexical hedges 

or fillers, 1.56% of rising intonation on declaratives, 0.96% of empty adjectives, 

14.65% of intensifiers, 21.25% of hypercorrect grammar, 0.24% of superolite 

forms, and 19.8% of emphatic stress. Although using the same theory by Lakoff, 

the result will be different from the researcher’s research. Amanda only used 

Lakoff’s theory and she did not use Dell Hymes’s theory to find the factors that 

cause the occurrence of feature languages. In addition, the object of the study is 

different and it will have the different result.  

The last research is a graduating paper written by Norlaili entitled 

Features and Feature Changes of Woman’s Language Found In Amira and Sam 

Movie (2019). This paper examines language features in Amira and Sam movie. 

Norlaili used Lakoff’s theory of politeness and used Dell Hymes’s theory to 

examine the factors that cause the shift. Norlaili in her research focused on 

analyzing the features and factors of women’s language uttered by Amira.  

The result shows that Amira uses nine features of women’s language. 

There are lexical hedges, tag questions, rising intonation on declaratives, empty 
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adjectives, intensifiers, hypercorrect grammar, superpolite forms, avoidance of 

strong swear words, and emphatic stress. Moreover, she found feature changes of 

women’s language uttered by Amira. Those are non-standard grammar, direct 

speech, slang word, vulgar word, and strong swear word. 

From the previous researches, it can be concluded that this research has 

similar theory of women’s language to Maria’s graduating paper, Amanda’s 

graduating paper, and Norlaili’s graduating paper. The graduating papers use 

Lakoff’s theory to identify women’s language used in their objects.  

In Norlaili’s graduating paper, she uses Lakoff’s theory to prove the shift 

of women’s language and Dell Hymes’s theory to find the causal factors. There is 

a similarity in the use of the theory in the Norlaili’s graduating paper with the 

theory used by the researcher. However, the object is different. Norlaili uses 

Amira and Sam movie as the object of study while the researcher uses Ms. 

Marvel: No Normal comic as the object of study. Although using the same theory, 

the results will be different when the object of study is different.  

The last is similarity between Aal Inderajati and Ubaidillah’s research and 

this research. In their research, they use Dell Hymes’s theory that is SPEAKING 

theory as the supporting theory. The theory equation used by them does not make 

the results of this research the same because Aal Inderajati and Ubaidillah study 

the different cases. They focus on non-standard English used by women in The 

Help movie. Meanwhile, the researcher discusses feature and feature changes of 

women’s language in Ms. Marvel: No Normal comic. The objects between the 

two researches are different. Therefore, it will also make the findings different. 
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1.6 Theoretical Approach 

In this research, the researcher uses two theories to analyze women’s 

language features and the changes of women’s language features in Ms. Marvel: 

No Normal part I and II of the web comics. First, the researcher uses the primary 

theory. It is women’s language theory by Robin Lakoff. The researcher uses this 

theory because it is suitable for solving the problems of this research. The 

researcher uses ten features of women’s language by Lakoff. Second, the 

researcher uses speech event theory by Dell Hymes to analyze the factors or 

background of Kamala Khan’s language use. This theory’s acronym is 

SPEAKING which stands for: Situation, Participant, End, Act sequence, Key, 

Instrumentality, Norm, Genre (Hymes as cited in Wardaugh, 2015: 232-233). 

1.7 Method of Research 

1.7.1 Type of Research 

The researcher uses descriptive qualitative method to analyze this 

research. The type of research is collecting the data and writing the sources. 

According to Moleong (1990: 2) the qualitative research is a method that explains 

words without calculation and numbering (as cited in Norlaili: 2015: 12). This 

type of method is to find out the feature changes of women’s language.  

1.7.2 Data Sources 

One volume of this web comics consists of five parts. Meanwhile, the 

researcher only focuses on part I and part II of the first volume because these parts 

consist of many characteristics of women’s language, and there are feature 

changes of women’s language.  
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This researcher uses the conversation that takes place in the comic uttered 

by Kamala Khan as the data. The data is from Ms. Marvel: No Normal web 

comics.  

1.7.3  Data Collection Technique 

The researcher uses the document technique to collect the data. According 

to Sugiono, the document technique is a technique in which the researcher takes 

the event that happened in the past. Document can be written text, picture, or 

artistic creatures of people (as cited in Inderajati, 2016: 11). In collecting data, the 

researcher takes several steps. 

Firstly, the researcher reads Ms. Marvel: No Normal volume I of the 

comics. Secondly, the researcher documenting the data which are utterances by 

Kamala. Thirdly, the researcher notes the data which included in features of 

women’s language. Next, the researcher classify the features of women’s 

language and finds the feature changes of women’s language uttered by Kamala 

Khan. Lastly, the researcher analyzes the collected data and finds the factors of 

women’s language feature and its feature changes using Lakoff’s and Dell 

Hymes’s theories. 

1.7.4 Data Analysis Technique 

In analyzing the data, the researcher uses pragmatic approach to focus on 

the emotional reaction of the dialogue partner to identify certain lingual units 

(Sudaryanto, 2015: 18). The researcher takes several steps in analyzing the data:  

a. Identifying and classifying women’s language features uttered by 

Kamala Khan.  
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b. Discovering and classifying women’s language feature changes uttered 

by Kamala Khan. 

c. Giving explanations of each women’s language feature and women’s 

language feature change. 

d. Describing the factors of women’s language feature and women’s 

language feature change. 

e. Giving some conclusions from the results of the study. 

1.8 Paper Organization 

This paper is divided into four chapters. The first chapter explains the 

Background of Study, Research Questions, Objectives of Study, Significances of 

Study, Literature Review, Theoretical Approach, Method of Research, and Paper 

Organization. The second chapter discusses the theoretical background. It consists 

of the theories used in this research. The third chapter is finding and discussing 

women’s language features and women’s language feature changes. This chapter 

also discusses what factors that lead to the use of women’s language features and 

women’s language features changes. The last chapter discusses conclusions and 

suggestions. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

4.1  Conclusion  

Based on Chapter III, research findings and discussion, the researcher 

draws some conclusions. Firstly, from this research there are nine features 

women’s language found in Kamala’s utterances. Those are lexical hedges or 

fillers, tag questions, rising intonation on declaratives, empty adjectives, precise 

color terms, intensifiers, hypercorrect grammar, superpolite forms, avoidance of 

strong swear words, and emphatic stress. 

The percentages of each feature are 12.12% of lexical hedges or fillers (24 

data), 0.50% tag questions (1 datum), 19.19% rising intonation on declarative (38 

data), 7.07% of empty adjective (14 data), 6.56% of intensifiers (13 data), 10.10% 

of hypercorrect grammar (20 data), 2.52% of superpolite forms (5 data), 1.51% of 

avoidance of strong swear words (3 data), and 33.33% of emphatic stress (66 

data). No precise color terms are found in this research. 

Secondly, the researcher finds all of Dell Hymes’s speech event theory in 

this research. Those are situation, participant, end, act sequence, key, 

instrumentality, norm, and genre.  

Thirdly, the researcher finds feature changes of women’s language in 

Kamala’s utterances. Those are 1.51% of non-standard grammar (3 data), 4.54% 

of slang words (9 data), and 1.01% of direct speech (2 data). It can be concluded 

that language changes can occur as the time goes by. As the researcher finds in 
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chapter III, the use of embiggen in Kamala’s utterance indicates that vocabulary 

addition can happen in this present time.  

4.2  Suggestion  

 After finishing this research, the researcher can conclude that the study of 

women’s language can be broader and deeper. The researcher hopes in the next 

study the next researcher will use other theories to examine this object. The theory 

that can be used for this object are men’s language, comparation of the 

characteristics of women’s language and men’s language, Pakistani-English 

characteristics, or other theories.  
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APPENDIXES 

NO Kamala’s Utterances Women’s Language Features Speech Events 
1. I just want to smell it Intensifier S: At the store and informal situation. 

P: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno 
E: Kamala wants to smell the bacon. 
A: Kamala and Nakia is in the store which Bruno  
has a part time job there. Kamala said that she 
just want to smell the bacon and not to eat it.  
K: Casual conversation. 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno have close 
relationship as  friends. 
G: Dialogue. 

2. I just want to smell it Hypercorrect Grammar 
3. Delicious, delicious infidel meat Empty Adjective 
4. Delicious, delicious infidel meat Slang Word 

5. Thanks, Yoda. Superpolite Form 

6. Wow, Kiki, that makes me want to run right out 
and buy a lifetime supply. Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: At the store and informal situation. 

P: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno 
E: Kamala teases Nakia and calls her Kiki. 
A: Kamala and Nakia is in the store which Bruno  
has a part time job there. They have casual 
conversation and Kamala teasing Nakia. She 
calls her ‘Kiki’ 
K: Teasing tone 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala and Nakia have a close relationship 
as  friends 
G: Dialogue 

7. Wow, Kiki, that makes me want to run right out 
and buy a lifetime supply. Rising Intonation on Declarative 

8. Wow, Kiki, that makes me want to run right out 
and buy a lifetime supply. Emphatic Stress 

9. Wow, Kiki, that makes me want to run right out 
and buy a lifetime supply. Hypercorrect Grammar 

10. Sorry, Nakia. Proud Turkish Nakia doesn’t need 
‘Amreeki’ nickname. I get it. Emphatic Stress 

11. Sorry, Nakia. Proud Turkish Nakia doesn’t need 
‘Amreeki’ nickname. I get it. Superpolite Form 

12. Yeah, I’m not allowed. Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: At the store and informal situation. 
P: Kamala, Nakia, Bruno, Zoe and Josh. 13. Yeah, I’m not allowed. Emphatic Stress 
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E: Kamala wants Zoe to know that she is not 
allowed to go to a party if there is alcohol  
A: Josh and Zoe came to the store. They invited 
Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno to come to a party 
that night 
K: Tone of disappointment 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala, Zoe and Josh. 
G: Dialogue. 

14. But she’s so nice. Intensifier S: At the store and informal situation. 
P: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno 
E: Kamala wants to express her feelings about 
Zoe. 
A: They talk about Zoe after she asked them to 
go to party. Nakia said that Zoe only being nice 
to be mean.  
K: Admiring tone. 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno are close friends. 
G: Dialogue   

15. But she’s so nice. Emphatic Stress 
16. But she’s so adorable and happy! Intensifier 
17. But she’s so adorable and happy! Empty Adjective 
18. But she’s so adorable and happy! Empty Adjective 
19. But she’s so adorable and happy! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

20. But she’s so adorable and happy! Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

21. Okay, yeah, but let’s face it… Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

S: At the store and informal situation. 
P: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno 
E: Kamala assumes that Zoe is a nice girl 
A: They talked about Zoe after she asks them to 
go to party. Nakia said that Zoe only being nice 
to be mean but Kamala still defend her. Nakia 
doesn’t allow Kamala to defend her. 
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K: Doubt tone 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala, Nakia, and Bruno are a close friends. 
G: Dialogue   

22. One minute, Ammi… there is epic stuff 
happening on the internet. Emphatic Stress S: Kamala’s home and informal situation 

P: Kamala and Ammi 
E: Kamala wants Ammi to forget what she said 
because it is not important. 
A: Kamala still busy with her Avengers fanfic, 
meanwhile Ammi calls her to have dinner and 
Kamala reasons not to eat dinner immediately 
but Ammi doesn't understand what Kamala said. 
K: A bit annoyed 
I: Oral 
N: Close relationship as family.  
G: Dialogue 

23. One minute, Ammi… there is epic stuff 
happening on the internet. Empty Adjective 

24. One minute, Ammi… there is epic stuff 
happening on the internet. Hypercorrect Grammar 

25. My Avengers fanfic has almost 1.000 upvotes 
on freakingcool.com Emphatic Stress 

26. My Avengers fanfic has almost 1.000 upvotes on 
freakingcool.com Emphatic Stress 

27. Okay. Okay. Nevermind. Emphatic Stress 

28. It’s Friday night, Ammi. Emphatic Stress 

S: Kamala’s home and informal situation 
P: Kamala and Ammi 
E: Kamala defends herself to Ammi that today is 
Friday night 
A: Ammi thinks Kamala doing her homework 
but she is busy with her computer 
K: Relax tone 
I: Oral 
N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 
and Ammi. 
G: Dialogue 

29. Abu? Can I go to a party tonight? Emphatic Stress S: Family dinner and informal situation 
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30. On the waterfront. Emphatic Stress P: Kamala and Abu 
E: Kamala asks Abu to give permission to go to 
a party. 
A: Kamala and family have dinner. Then, 
Kamala really wants to go to party but she is 
asking Abu for permission. 
K: Calm 
I: Oral 
N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 
and Abu. 
G: Dialogue  

31. Yeah… Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

32. Come on, Abu! I’m sixteen! I promise I won’t 
do anything stupid! Don’t you trust me?! Emphatic Stress S: Family dinner and informal situation 

P: Kamala and Abu 
E: Kamala protested Abu and assured that she 
would not do anything stupid. 
A: Kamala and family have dinner. Then, 
Kamala really wants to go to party but she is 
asking Abu for permission. But Abu doesn’t 
allow her. 
K: Pleading tone 
I: Oral 
N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 
and Abu.  
G: Dialogue 

33. Come on, Abu! I’m sixteen! I promise I won’t do 
anything stupid! Don’t you trust me?! Emphatic Stress 

34. Come on, Abu! I’m sixteen! I promise I won’t do 
anything stupid! Don’t you trust me?! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

35. Come on, Abu! I’m sixteen! I promise I won’t do 
anything stupid! Don’t you trust me?! Hypercorrect Grammar 

36. I’m gonna die. Non-standard Grammar 

S: Family dinner and informal situation 
P: Kamala and Abu 
E: Kamala shows her disappointment. 
A: Abu doesn’t allow Kamala and tells her to do 
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homework and watch movies with Nakia.  
K: Sad 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala and Abu are family. 
G: Dialogue 

37. Bruno’s a boy. If I was a boy, you’d let me go to 
the party. May I be excused? Emphatic Stress S: Family dinner and informal situation. 

P: Kamala and Abu 
E: Kamala denies Abu's words by assuming that 
if she was a boy, maybe Abu would allow her to 
go to a party. 
A: Abu doesn’t give his permission and defends 
Bruno that he had never complained. 
K: Pleading tone. 
I: Oral. 
N: Kamala and Abu are family so they are close. 
G: Dialogue. 

38. Bruno’s a boy. If I was a boy, you’d let me go to 
the party. May I be excused? Emphatic Stress 

39. Bruno’s a boy. If I was a boy, you’d let me go to 
the party. May I be excused? Hypercorrect Grammar 

40. Bruno’s a boy. If I was a boy, you’d let me go to 
the party. May I be excused? Superpolite Forms 

41. Fine! Emphatic Stress S: Family dinner and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Abu 
E: Kamala shows her emotion. 
A: Abu is angry because Kamala is very 
stubborn and she doesn’t want to listen to him. 
K: Angry 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala and Abu are family. 
G: Dialogue 

42. Fine! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

43. Whoa. Rising Intonation on Declarative 
S: At the party and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: Kamala is amazed by the party. 
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A: Kamala goes to the party after sneaking out. 
She was amazed. 
K: Amazed 
I: Oral 
N: Loudness 
G: Monologue  

44. Hi, Zoe. Rising Intonation on Declarative 

S: At the party and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Zoe 
E: Kamala says hello to Zoe. 
A: Zoe greets Kamala and she greets her back. 
K: Enthusiastic tone 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Zoe. 
G: Dialogue 

45. Is there, umm alcohol in it? Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: At the party and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Josh  
E: Kamala asks Josh if there is alcohol or no in 
her drink. 
A: Josh offers drink to Kamala. 
K: Tone of doubt 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Josh. 
G: Dialogue 

46. Is there, umm alcohol in it? Emphatic Stress 

47. Going to a party, Bruno. Hypercorrect Grammar S: At the party and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Bruno  
E: Kamala answers Bruno’s questions. 48. No. Emphatic Stress 
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A: Josh offers drink to Kamala and he said that 
there’s no alcohol in it but he was lying. Bruno 
comes to them and he is angry with Josh because 
he treated Kamala badly. Bruno asks Kamala 
what she is doing.  
K: Sad 
I: Oral 
N: There is close relationship between Kamala 
and Bruno. 
G: Dialogue 

49. You’re embarrassing me. I don’t need your help. 
I’m not some child. Direct Speech S: At the party and informal situation. 

P: Kamala and Bruno  

E: Kamala wants to show her frustration and 

anger. 

A: Bruno tells Kamala to leave the party so that 

nothing bad happened later. But there was 

misunderstanding. 

K: Angry 

I: Oral 

50. You’re embarrassing me. I don’t need your 
help. I’m not some child. Hypercorrect Grammar 

51. You’re embarrassing me. I don’t need your 
help. I’m not some child. Emphatic Stress 

52. You’re embarrassing me. I don’t need your help. 
I’m not some child. Emphatic Stress 

53. 
God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you.  

Avoidance of Strong Swear Word 

54. 
God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 

Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

55. 
God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 

Slang Word 

56. God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad Intensifier 
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you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 

N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 

and Bruno. 

G: Dialogue 
57. 

God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 

Intensifier 

58. 
God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 

Intensifier 

59. 

God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 
 
 

Emphatic Stress 

60. 

God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 
 
 

Emphatic Stress 

61. 

God! You sound just like my parents. Too bad 
you’re not Pakistani. Otherwise they’d totally 
throw me at you. 
 
 

Emphatic Stress 

62. Ugh. Ow. Emphatic Stress 

S: Kamala walks away from the party and 
informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: Kamala shows her confusion. 
A: Kamala feels dizzy. 
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K: Confused. 
I: Oral. 
N: Informal speaking. 
G: Monologue. 

63. Hunh? … Who turned on the light— Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

S: Kamala wakes up from fainting and informal 
situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: Kamala shows her confusion. 
A: Kamala feels dizzy after wakes up from 
fainting. 
K: Confused. 
I: Oral. 
N: Silence. 
G: Monologue. 

64. Captain America… Iron Man… Captain 
Marvel?! You speak Urdu? Rising Intonation on Declarative S: Kamala sees Captain America, Iron Man and 

Captain Marvel speaking Urdu and informal 
situation. 
P: Kamala and The Avengers. 
E: Kamala wants to show her uncertainty. 
A: Kamala sees The Avengers speaking Urdu 
and she is confused. 
K: Confusion. 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and The Avengers. 
G: Dialogue. 

65. Captain America… Iron Man… Captain 
Marvel?! You speak Urdu? Emphatic Stress 

66. Captain America… Iron Man… Captain 
Marvel?! You speak Urdu? Emphatic Stress 

67. Okay then. I am totes hallucinating. I must be 
ultra drunk. Hypercorrect Grammar S: Kamala sees Captain America, Iron Man and 

Captain Marvel speaking Urdu and informal 
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68. Okay then. I am totes hallucinating. I must be 
ultra drunk. Slang Word situation. 

P: Kamala and Iron Man 
E: Kamala tries to convince herself. 
A: Kamala sees The Avengers speaking Urdu 
and she is confused. 
K: Confused 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Iron Man. 
G: Dialogue. 

69. Okay then. I am totes hallucinating. I must be 
ultra drunk. Intensifier 

70. Okay then. I am totes hallucinating. I must be 
ultra drunk. Emphatic Stress 

71. Okay then. I am totes hallucinating. I must be 
ultra drunk. Emphatic Stress 

72. They.. they laughed at me. Emphatic Stress 

S: Captain America asks Kamala about what her 
did to herself and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Captain America 
E: Kamala answers Captain America’s questions. 
A: Captain America asks how Kamala's friends 
would behave if Kamala ignored her religion, her 
parents and culture.  
K: Sad 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Captain America. 
G: Dialogue 

73. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was okay 
for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to the 
curb.  

Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

S: Captain America asks Kamala about what her 

did to herself and informal situation. 

74. Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was okay Lexical Hedges or Fillers 
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for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to 
the curb. 

P: Kamala and Captain America 

E: Kamala explains about Zoe. 

A: Captain America asks how Kamala's friends 

would behave if Kamala ignored her religion, her 

parents and culture.  

K: Sad 

I: Oral 

N: There is no close relationship between 

Kamala and Captain America. 

75. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was 
okay for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to the 
curb. 

Hypercorrect Grammar 

76. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was okay 
for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to 
the curb. 

Empty Adjective 

77. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was okay 
for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to 
the curb. 

Slang Word 

78. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was 
okay for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to the 
curb. 

Emphatic Stress 

79. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was okay 
for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to 

Emphatic Stress 
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the curb. G: Dialogue 

80. 

Zoe thought that because I snuck out, it was okay 
for her to make fun of my family. Like, 
Kamala’s finally seen the light and kicked the 
dumb inferior brown people and their rules to the 
curb. 

Emphatic Stress 

81. But that’s not why I snuck out! It’s not that I 
think Ammi and Abu are dumb, it’s just— Intensifier S: Captain America asks Kamala about what her 

did to herself and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and The Avengers 
E: Kamala defends herself. 
A: Kamala tries to explain to The Avengers 
about why she snuck out.  
K: Defensive 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and The Avengers. 
G: Dialogue 

82. But that’s not why I snuck out! It’s not that I 
think Ammi and Abu are dumb, it’s just— Rising Intonation on Declarative 

83. I grew up here! I’m from Jersey City, not 
Karachi! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

84. I grew up here! I’m from Jersey City, not 
Karachi! Emphatic Stress 

85. I grew up here! I’m from Jersey City, not 
Karachi! Emphatic Stress 

86. I don’t know what I’m supposed to do. I don’t 
know who I’m supposed to be. Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: Kamala tells about herself being bullied and 

the setting takes place in quiet street at night, and 
informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Captain America. 
E: Kamala wants to answer and shows her doubt. 
A: Captain America asks Kamala about what 
happened when she ignored her religion, her 
parents, and her culture. Then, Kamala answers 
him and explain what she feels about herself. 
K: Confusion 
I: Oral 

87. I don’t know what I’m supposed to do. I don’t 
know who I’m supposed to be. Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

88. I don’t know what I’m supposed to do. I don’t 
know who I’m supposed to be. Emphatic Stress 
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N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Captain America. 
G: Dialogue 

89. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Slang Word S: Captain Marvel asks for Kamala's wishes and 

informal situation. 

P: Kamala and Captain Marvel 

E: Kamala answers Captain Marvel’s question. 

A: Captain Marvel asks for Kamala's wishes and 

Kamala starts to explain about what she wants. 

K: Hoping.  

I: Oral 

N: There is no close relationship between 

Kamala and Captain Marvel. 

90. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Empty Adjective 

91. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Empty Adjective 

92. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

93. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

94. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

95. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Emphatic Stress 

96. Right now? I want to be beautiful and awesome 
and butt-kicking and less complicated. Hypercorrect Grammar 

97. I want to be you. Hypercorrect Grammar 
98. I want to be you. Emphatic Stress 

99. 
Except I would wear the classic, politically 
incorrect costume and kick butt in giant wedge 
heels. 

Superpolite Forms 

100. 
Except I would wear the classic, politically 
incorrect costume and kick butt in giant wedge 
heels. 

Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

101. Except I would wear the classic, politically Slang Word  
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incorrect costume and kick butt in giant wedge 
heels. 

G: Dialogue 

102 
Except I would wear the classic, politically 
incorrect costume and kick butt in giant wedge 
heels. 

Emphatic Stress 

103. What? Rising Intonation on Declarative 

S: Captain Marvel asks for Kamala's wishes and 
informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Captain Marvel 
E: Kamala wants to know the answers. 
A: Captain Marvel says Kamala would have total 
reboot and she wants to tell something to 
Kamala. 
K: Curious  
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Captain Marvel. 
G: Dialogue 

104. Wait! Where are you going? Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: The Avengers is vanished and informal 
situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: Kamala wants to know where The Avengers 
go. 
A: After Captain Marvel said good luck to her, 
Captain Marvel, Iron Man, and Captain America 
are vanished. Kamala searching for them. 
K: Confused 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 

105. Wait! Where are you going? Rising Intonation on Declarative 
106. Wait! Where are you going? Hypercorrect Grammar 

107. Iron Man? Captain America? Captain Marvel? 
… anybody? Emphatic Stress 

108. Iron Man? Captain America? Captain Marvel? 
… anybody? Rising Intonation on Declarative 
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Kamala and The Avengers. 
G: Dialogue 

109. Help me! Help! Rising Intonation on Declarative S: Inside a cocoon and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: She needs help.  
A: Kamala trapped inside the cocoon.  
K: Confused  
I: Oral 
N: Informal speaking    
G: Monologue 

110. Help me! Help! Emphatic Stress 

111. What—what is— Ummm… is it too late to 
change my mind? Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: Kamala transforms into Captain Marvel and 

informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: She shows remorse. 
A: Kamala trapped inside the cocoon.  
K: Doubtful  
I: Oral 
N: Informal speaking    
G: Monologue 

112. What—what is— Ummm… is it too late to 
change my mind? Intensifier 

113. Wake up, Kamala. Wake up, wake up. Rising Intonation on Declarative 

S: Kamala sits on the side of the road and 
informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: She calms down herself. 
A: Kamala sits on the side of the road and she 
looks so much like Captain Marvel. She holds 
her cheeks.  
K: Confused  
I: Oral 
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N: Informal speaking    
G: Monologue 

114. Nngh— Oh man… I’m gonna puke. Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: Kamala stands up on the side of the road in 
the quiet street and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: Kamala wants to express how she feels. 
A: After leaving the cocoon, Kamala still did not 
fully believe that she could do the shape-shifty. 
Kamala still thinks everything is a dream. After 
she changed shape, she felt nauseous and wanted 
to puke. But in reality, Kamala did not puke. She 
just changes into her look.  
K: Panic.   
I: Oral. 
N: Kamala talks quickly with rising tone. She 
talks to herself when nobody is around her.  
G: Monologue. 

115. Nngh— Oh man… I’m gonna puke. Slang Word 
116. Nngh— Oh man… I’m gonna puke. Non-standard Grammar 

117. Nngh— Oh man… I’m gonna puke. Emphatic Stress 

118. Wh- what? Rising Intonation on Declarative S:Kamala falls down again after feeling nauseous 
and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself 
E: She wants to calm herself. 
A: Kamala changes her appearance again after 
she looked like Captain Marvel.  
K: Confused    
I: Oral 
N: Informal speaking    
G: Monologue 

119. Okay. Okay. I’m okay. I’m— Gggh! This is not 
happening. Hypercorrect Grammar  

120. Okay. Okay. I’m okay. I’m— Gggh! This is not 
happening. Rising Intonation on Declarative 

121. What just happened? Was that for real? Did Intensifier S:  On a ladder with many bushes that were quite 
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somebody put something weird in my drink? lush and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: She wants to express her suspicion.  
A: After she transformed into Captain Marvel 
and changed again into herself, Kamala walks 
away and she has arrived around the river. She 
starts to wonder. 
K: Suspicious. 
I: Oral 
N: Self interaction. There is no one around 
Kamala, she she talks to herself and assuming 
something.  
G: Monologue. 

122. What just happened? Was that for real? Did 
somebody put something weird in my drink? Hypercorrect Grammar 

123. What just happened? Was that for real? Did 
somebody put something weird in my drink? Emphatic Stress 

124. Whoa. Rising Intonation on Declarative S: On a ladder with many bushes that were quite 
lush and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: She wants to express her feelings. 
A: On the way to the river, Kamala saw Zoe and 
Josh standing there. Kamala thought that she 
should look cool when she was near Zoe. After 
she said those words, suddenly Kamala became 
tiny. She is really happy because Zoe could not 
see her.  
K: Happy. 
I: Oral 
N: Self interaction and she uses informal 
language to express her feelings. 
G: Monologue. 

125. Nngh! Not again— Rising Intonation on Declarative 
126. Whoa. Rising Intonation on Declarative 
127. Okay. This is—wow. Emphatic Stress 
128. Okay. This is—wow. Rising Intonation on Declarative 
129. That was a neat trick. Empty Adjective 
130. I’m tiny! Emphatic Stress 

131. I’m tiny! Rising Intonation on Declarative 
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132. Oh my God a giant giant cockroach! 
EEWWWW! Avoidance of Strong Swear Word S: On a ladder with many bushes that were quite 

lush and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: Kamala wants to express her shock. 
A: On the way to the river, Kamala sees Zoe and 
Josh standing there. Kamala thinks that she 
should look cool when she is near Zoe. After she 
said those words, suddenly Kamala became tiny. 
At that time there is a cockroach near her and it 
looks giant for her. 
K: Panic 
I: Oral 
N: Kamala uses informal language because there 
is no other people around her. It can be seen 
when Kamala looks so panicked when she saw a 
cockroach, she uses rising intonation in her 
utterance. 
G: Monologue. 

133. Oh my God a giant giant cockroach! 
EEWWWW! Empty Adjective 

134. Oh my God a giant giant cockroach! 
EEWWWW! Emphatic Stress 

135. Oh my God a giant giant cockroach! 
EEWWWW! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

136. Oh my god oh my god oh my god! Rising Intonation on Declarative S: On a ladder with many bushes that were quite 
lush and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: Kamala wants to express her surprise.  
A: Josh is drunk and accidentally he pushes Zoe, 
so she fall into the river. Kamala sees the 
incident and she is very panic. 
K: Panic. 
I: Oral. 
N: Kamala uses avoidance of strong swear words 

137. Oh my god oh my god oh my god! Avoidance of Strong Swear Word 
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in her utterance even though she is in a panic. 
G: Monologue. 

138. Embiggen! Emphatic Stress S: On a ladder with many bushes that were quite 
lush and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Josh. 
E: Kamala expresses herself and makes herself 
big. 
A: Josh is drunk and accidentally he pushes Zoe, 
so she fall into the river. Kamala sees the 
incident and she is very panic. She decides to 
safe Zoe and transform herself into Captain 
Marvel. 
I: Oral. 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Josh. 
G: Dialogue. 

139. Embiggen! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

140. Move! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

141. Zoe, you have to relax, okay? The more you 
thrash around, the worse it gets! Emphatic Stress S: On the edge of the river and informal 

situation. 
P: Kamala and Zoe. 
E: Kamala wants to calm Zoe. 
A: Kamala saw Zoe fell into the river as she tries 
to help her. Kamala also makes Zoe feel a bit 
more calm.  
K: Relax tone. 
I: Oral 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and Zoe. 
G: Dialogue. 

142. Zoe, you have to relax, okay? The more you 
thrash around, the worse it gets! Tag Question 

143. Zoe, you have to relax, okay? The more you 
thrash around, the worse it gets! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

144. It’s okay. I’ve got you. Rising Intonation on Declarative 

145. Are you okay? Can you breathe? Emphatic Stress 
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146. I… uh… Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: On the edge of the river and informal 
situation.  
P: Kamala, Josh, and some foreigners.  
E: Kamala wants to avoid questions about 
herself. 
A: Kamala sees Zoe in a hard situation. She 
drowned because she fell from the edge of the 
river, and Josh accidentally made her fall. 
Kamala immediately changed her look. She was 
in the form of Captain Marvel with an enlarged 
hand. The hand was used to help Zoe who 
drowned in the river. After Kamala helped Zoe, 
there were several people who saw her action and 
recorded the incident. There was one person who 
asked about Kamala's enlarged hands. 
K: Panic. 
I: Oral. 
N: There is no close relationship among Kamala, 
Josh, and some people there. 
G: Dialogue. 

147. I gotta go! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

148. I gotta go! Non-standard Grammar 

149. This hand thing…is getting…out of hand… 
Great, I make bad puns now… Hypercorrect Grammar S: On the edge of the river and informal 

situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: She wants to show her regret for being funny 
for the others because of her looks. 
A: After she helps Zoe, some people see her with 
weird look. Kamala’s hand is become very big 
and it is oversized. One of the foreigner ask her 

150. This hand thing…is getting…out of hand… 
Great, I make bad puns now… Empty Adjective 

151. This hand thing…is getting…out of hand… 
Great, I make bad puns now… Empty Adjective 
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what happened to her hand. Kamala doesn’t 
know how to answer, she finally run out and 
regretting her looks. 
K: Regret. 
I: Oral. 
N: Self interaction.  
G: Monologue. 

152. Come on! Get normal sized! Disembiggen! Rising Intonation on Declarative. S: On the edge of the river and informal 
situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: Kamala wants to reduce the size of her hand. 
A: After someone asked what happened to 
Kamala's hand, she immediately ran and left the 
place. Kamala tried to shrink her enlarged hand. 
K: Asked tone. 
I: Oral 
N: Self interaction. 
G: Monologue. 

153. Come on! Get normal sized! Disembiggen! Emphatic Stress 

154. Oh. Nice. Lexical Hedges or Fillers S: On the edge of the river and informal 
situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: Kamala wants to express her feelings. 
A: After someone asked what happened to 
Kamala's hand, she immediately ran and left the 
place. Kamala tried to shrink her enlarged hand. 
Her hand returned to normal.  
K: Satisfied. 
I: Oral 

155. Oh. Nice. Empty Adjective 
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N: Self interaction. 
G: Monologue. 

156. Can I borrow this? Rising Intonation on Declarative 

S: At night in the city and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and A homeless. 
E: Kamala wants to borrow a sweater from a 
homeless. 
A: Kamala decided to go home. On the way 
home, she decided to borrow a sweater from a 
homeless.  
K: Hopeful tone. 
I: Oral. 
N: There is no close relationship between 
Kamala and a homeless. 
G: Dialogue. 

157. I have to get home. Emphatic Stress 

S: At night in the city and informal situation. 
P: Kamala herself. 
E: Kamala wants to get home. 
A: A homeless and Kamala have an argument. 
Kamala remembers that she has to go home.  
K: Rush. 
I: Oral. 
N: Self interaction.  
G: Monologue. 

158. I can explain! Emphatic Stress S: Kamala’s room and informal situation. 
159. I can explain! Rising Intonation on Declarative 

160. 
It’s me! Your sister! What you’re seeing is some 
sort of weird subsconscious projection thingie! 
I’m not actually blonde! 

Emphatic Stress 
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161. 
It’s me! Your sister! What you’re seeing is some 
sort of weird subsconscious projection thingie! 
I’m not actually blonde! 

Hypercorrect Grammar 
P: Kamala and Aamir. 

E: Kamala wants to defend herself. 

A: Kamala finally snuck in to get into her room, 

but Aamir found out about it and made him ask 

what happened. Kamala tried to explain to Aamir 

dan she defended herself. 

K: Defensive tone. 

I: Oral. 

N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 

162. 
It’s me! Your sister! What you’re seeing is some 
sort of weird subsconscious projection thingie! 
I’m not actually blonde! 

Empty Adjective 

163. 
It’s me! Your sister! What you’re seeing is some 
sort of weird subsconscious projection thingie! 
I’m not actually blonde! 

Rising Intonation on Declarative 

164. 
It’s me! Your sister! What you’re seeing is some 
sort of weird subsconscious projection thingie! 
I’m not actually blonde! 

Slang Word 

165. 
It worked. I can do the shape-shifty thing on 
purpose. This is a legit thing. I have freaking 
powers. 

Rising Intonation on Declarative 

166. 
It worked. I can do the shape-shifty thing on 
purpose. This is a legit thing. I have freaking 
powers. 

Emphatic Stress 

167. 
It worked. I can do the shape-shifty thing on 
purpose. This is a legit thing. I have freaking 
powers. 

Emphatic Stress 

168. 
It worked. I can do the shape-shifty thing on 
purpose. This is a legit thing. I have freaking 
powers. 

Emphatic Stress 

169. 
It worked. I can do the shape-shifty thing on 
purpose. This is a legit thing. I have freaking 
powers. 

Emphatic Stress 

170. It worked. I can do the shape-shifty thing on Slang Word 
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purpose. This is a legit thing. I have freaking 
powers. 

and Aamir. 

G: Dialogue. 171. Yeah. Something happened. Something really, 
really weird. Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

172. Yeah. Something happened. Something really, 
really weird. Hypercorrect Grammar 

173. Yeah. Something happened. Something really, 
really weird. Intensifier 

174. Yeah. Something happened. Something really, 
really weird. Emphatic Stress 

175. What?! Rising Intonation on Declarative S: Kamala’s room and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Aamir. 
E: Kamala wants to defend herself. 
A: Aamir worries about Kamala and he starts to 
assume something that does not really happened. 
K: Defensive tone. 
I: Oral. 
N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 
and Aamir. 
G: Dialogue. 

176. No! It was nothing like that! I’m fine! Rising Intonation on Declarative 
177. No! It was nothing like that! I’m fine! Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

178. No! It was nothing like that! I’m fine! Emphatic Stress 

179. What? How? How did you know? Rising Intonation on Declarative S: Kamala’s room and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Ammi. 
E: Kamala wants to know how Ammi found out 
that she was snuck out and she wants to show her 
emotions. 
A: Ammi and Abu come to Kamala’s room and 
Ammi tells Kamala that Ammi and Abu know 
Kamala snuck out.   

180. What? How? How did you know? Emphatic Stress 
181. What? How? How did you know? Emphatic Stress 
182. Bruno told on me?! What is this, sixth grade? Rising Intonation on Declarative 
183. Bruno told on me?! What is this, sixth grade? Emphatic Stress 

184. Bruno told on me?! What is this, sixth grade? Emphatic Stress 
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K: Angry. 
I: Oral. 
N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 
and Ammi. 
G: Dialogue. 

185. It was a party. It was nothing. Hypercorrect Grammar S: Kamala’s room and informal situation. 
P: Kamala and Abu. 
E: Kamala tries to explain that she just goes to 
the party. She is complain about her bad sweater. 
A: Abu advises Kamala and interrogates her. She 
defends herself and says it was all just a party. 
She is also shows her complain to a sweater that 
she taken from a homeless. 
K: Sad. 
I: Oral. 
N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 
and Abu. 
G: Dialogue. 

186. It was a party. It was nothing. Emphatic Stress 
187. Ugh, I forgot I was wearing this awful thing. Hypercorrect Grammar 

188. Ugh, I forgot I was wearing this awful thing. Empty Adjective 

189. You have no idea what I’ve been through 
tonight! Rising Intonation on Declarative S: Kamala’s room and informal situation. 

P: Kamala and Abu. 
E: Kamala tries to defend herself. 
A: Kamala tries to sneak in after she run away 
from home, but Aamiir saw her and he asked 
many things. Abu and Ammi comes to see them 
and they start arguing. Abu says to Kamala that 
he is very disappointed.  
K: Defensive tone. 
I: Oral. 

190. You have no idea what I’ve been through 
tonight! Direct Speech 

191. You have no idea what I’ve been through 
tonight! Emphatic Stress 
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N: There is close relationship between Abu and 
Kamala because they are family. 
G: Dialogue. 

192. 

I’m sorry I disobeyed you, Abu. There’s just— 
There’s just a lot of stuff going on in my life 
right now, and I can’t talk about it. Not yet. Not 
until I’ve figured it out on my own.  

Emphatic Stress 

S: Kamala’s room and informal situation. 

P: Kamala and Abu. 

E: She wants to apologize to Abu. 

A: Abu advises Kamala and shows his 

disappointment to her daughter. Abu didn't allow 

Kamala to go to malls, cinemas, and parties until 

Kamala could prove herself trustworthy. 

Meanwhile, Kamala feels so sad and guilty and 

she apologized to Abu. 

K: Sad tone. 

I: Oral. 

N: There is a close relationship between Kamala 

193. 

I’m sorry I disobeyed you, Abu. There’s just— 
There’s just a lot of stuff going on in my life 
right now, and I can’t talk about it. Not yet. Not 
until I’ve figured it out on my own. 

Superpolite Forms 

194. 

I’m sorry I disobeyed you, Abu. There’s just— 
There’s just a lot of stuff going on in my life 
right now, and I can’t talk about it. Not yet. Not 
until I’ve figured it out on my own. 

Intensifier 

195. 

I’m sorry I disobeyed you, Abu. There’s just— 
There’s just a lot of stuff going on in my life 
right now, and I can’t talk about it. Not yet. Not 
until I’ve figured it out on my own. 

Intensifier 

196. 

I’m sorry I disobeyed you, Abu. There’s just— 
There’s just a lot of stuff going on in my life 
right now, and I can’t talk about it. Not yet. Not 
until I’ve figured it out on my own. 

Hypercorrect Grammar 

197. 

I’m sorry I disobeyed you, Abu. There’s just— 
There’s just a lot of stuff going on in my life 
right now, and I can’t talk about it. Not yet. Not 
until I’ve figured it out on my own. 

Lexical Hedges or Fillers 

198. Yes, Abu. Emphatic Stress 
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and Abu 

G: Dialogue. 
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